Notes from PWG Quarterly Meeting Feb 2007 
					RBLandau 20070219

Monday 20070219.0800

AM 

[Re location: 4 attendees out of 16 from the Orient.]

Paul Danbold, Apple, says that no one in Apple will have any bandwidth for projector/display activities this CY.   He watches the email but cannot spend the effort to get involved.  

Walt Philbrich, Samsung, cares about the CIM effort.  He will also try to find me a name in Samsung for displays and projectors.  [From Samsung, I would prefer displays over projectors.]

WIMS-CIM session:

Q: Are we going to improve the console representation for MFDs?  In general, we need to handle newer displays, graphics, touch screens, etc.  
A: No, we do not plan to change the model of console as part of this effort.  If a team can develop a model of MFD console operation, then that should be considered in the future.  

PDM CHARTER:

Q: Charter should say that we're going to produce a PWG MIB standard, not an RFC.  
A: Will change the wording.  

Q: Add dates to all stages of WG work.  Must have milestones. 
A: Will add dates.  

Q: Stress that vendors need to join PWG even to vote to charter the PDM working group.  
A: Not something to add to the charter doc, but I will stress this to all the vendors repeatedly.  

Q: Add to the definition stage: web service schema and CLI.
A: As longer term efforts, okay.  

Q: Add to definition of "serial" that we mean a CLI, though maybe a primitive one.  
A: Will add.  

Q: Use XML standard data types in object definitions, not homegrown datatypes, e.g., use duration instead of delta time.  
A: Will consider change.  It is not clear that XML standard types are relevant here, since the first embodiment will be in SNMP.  

Q:  Clarify comments on DefaultValue.  This is the meta-spec; the DEFAULT clause would not appear in generated spec if this template says Present=No.  And then an equivocation about different representations in different access protocols, for instance, null versus zero.  
A: Will add clarifying wording.  Not all of these points need to be discussed in the template.  

Q: Device might start in Unknown state?  [from Ira]
A: Will get clarification from Ira.  

Q: Errors in PowerStates, still have to remove a few.  
A: Will examine carefully.  If there are errors remaining, will edit.  

Q: Group did not clearly understand power state actions, like transition table.  
A: Will add clarifying introductory comments to tables.  

ACTION: Send F2F announcement to pwg-announce.  

ACTION: Send names for reflector to Jerry Thrasher.

ACTION: Make sure all my slides are on FTP site; latest Subunits slides are not yet.  

PM

BMLinkS initiative in Japan, consortium including Ricoh et al.  Might not do well in an open environment.  Eschews some standards (SLP, WS-Discovery) in favor or homegrown multicast protocol.  Bypass PDF as imaging protocol in favor of TIFF, which is thought in this limited case to be simpler.  Specs in www.jbmia.or.jp/bmlinks/eng
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AM

ACTION: Get PDM members to join so they can vote to charter the group.  This is really, really important.  If we want PWG to publish the spec, it has to come from an official working group.  To become a working group, the membership has to vote to charter the group.  Only members can vote.  PDM participants must become members so they can vote to charter the group they work in and publish the resulting specs.  

ACTION: Update PDM charter, get draft to Ira for editing, if at all possible before the PDM F2F,  

ACTION: For PWG in general, check out wiki spaces on the net where we could do something.  It is very difficult to put up a wiki on the current server, hosted by Lexmark, because of possible IP violations.  Lexmark legal and IT will not permit write access.  [RBL: How is a wiki with login required less secure than an FTP site with a password that hasn't changed in ten years?]
First thirty minutes of research:
- wikispaces.com gives 2GB free, protected write, public read.  For $50/yr, you also get SSL and no advertising.  
- xwiki.com, another free wiki.  May be dormant, don't seem to have updated the Hall of Fame page since June 2006.  
- wikicities.com
- seedwiki.com
- Keep looking.  


VISTA Printing Model presentation, Mike Fenellon, Microsoft
- XPS: XML Paper Specificaiton
- Print Schema
- PrintTicket
- Web Services on Devices support
- WS Print

PM

Semantic Model working session, Peter Zehler, Xerox (Rochester)
- Concentrate on Scan-In function, which is very different from Print-Out and Fax-Out.  
- Group not entirely clear on details, but worked out a basic model.  
- Pete will write up and distribute.  



